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Foreword
I enjoyed reading the first edition of Dogs & Cats Go Vegetarian for many
reasons. I enjoyed the philosophical and spiritual concepts that were balanced by
the lengthy and finally successful search for scientifically based vegetarian recipes
for both dogs and cats.
I have recommended this book to many of my clients and they have been
pleased with its contents and with the practical and relatively easy ways to provide delicious and nutritious diets for their pets.
In my opinion, the most important part of the new edition is the chapter
called “Doing It.” The many successful and enthusiastic experiences of those
changing their pet’s diet from a commercial to a vegetarian fare should inspire
many more to follow their lead.
As a veterinarian being concerned with the animal’s health, it is very encouraging to observe health improving in many cases after being on the new regimen.
I feel that this book will continue to play a vital part in the ongoing transformation of our present culture to a more loving, caring one that will place a much
higher value on both human and animal life. As we observe the gentle, loving
influence upon the lioness — Little Tyke, and the many dogs and cats responding
dramatically to this influence, perhaps we can view this as a microcosm and then
visualize the larger macrocosm of a gentle humankind where they are neither
involved in the slaughtering of other humans nor of animals. We can then see this
powerful force, influencing the animals to adjust their behaviors to be more in
harmony with the peaceful Biblical prophecy concerning the calf lying down with
the lion.
Michael W. Lemmon, DVM

Michael Lemmon, a veterinarian based in Renton, Washington, practices both holistic and allopathic medicine in his practice at the Highlands Veterinary Hospital. He has
spent a lifetime exploring the natural healing methods resulting from his study of iridology, herbology, and massage. His specialties are classical homeopathy, acupuncture and
nutrition.
He serves on the boards of the American Holistic Veterinary Medical Association,
and well as the Resort of the Mountains, a rustic retreat center specializing in health
care, cleansing and rejuvenation.

A note about this edition
This “eBook” contains the full text
of the Third Edition of Vegetarian Cats &
Dogs.
Much of the artwork has been updated
with color.
The sections with cat and dog recipes
are updated to current recommended recipes as of February 2004 and meet AAFCO
nutrient requirements.

INTRODUCTION
Long a vegetarian, I wasn’t about to buy commercial slaughterhouse products packaged as “pet food.” At first, our four-footed companions ate much of
what we ate such as sunflower seeds, sesame seeds, lentils, kelp and yeast.
Country mice supplemented the cats’ vegetarian fare.
Wishing to add educational materials to a mail order food bar business (Trinity Sun Bars) I drafted a booklet in 1985 and called it Cats & Dogs Go Vegetarian.
Realizing mice were not a viable option for many with cats and thinking that perhaps our apparently healthy dog needed additional nutrients, my 9wife and I
journeyed to nearby Corvallis which was home to the College of Veterinary Medicine at the University of Oregon. That began a momentous research project and
culminated in a rewritten and expanded publication a year later.
Scientific articles and journals, scientists and researchers from around the
world, along with feedback from enthusiastic participants all make this present
book possible, generations removed from that first effort. Research continues as
more is discovered about especially loved companions to which we so willingly
open our homes.
It’s a process of learning and unlearning, with perhaps equal parts of both.
Our society may be built upon scientific progress (is it progress that threatens the
survival of mankind?) but it certainly is based on animal cruelty.
Unseen suffering and unheard cries of sentient animals are conveniently disguised on grocery shelves. One aisle contains slaughterhouse parts too gross for
even the most perverted human taste. It used to be a million dollar disposal problem, that is until multinational food corporations slickly turned this liability into a
profit simply by masquerading it as pet food.
Discover within these pages a compassionate answer to that long vexing
question of what to feed normally carnivorous four-footed companions.

He who permits the slaughter of an animal
He who cuts it up
He who kills it
He who buys or sells meat
He who cooks it
He who serves it up
He who eats it
All must be considered as the slayers of the animal
                                                          Laws of Manu
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CHAPTER ONE

LION LIGHTS

A

t four years old, the mature African lioness weighed 352 pounds. Her body
stretched 10 feet 4 inches long and could run 40 miles per hour. Her skull,
highly adapted to killing and eating prey, possessed short, powerful jaws.
African lions eat gnus, zebras, gazelles, impalas, and giraffes. This particular big
cat, in her prime and perfect health, insisted on being a vegetarian!
A violent birth
Georges and the curator of the zoo stood outside the thick steel bars of the
cage, and watched, their taut hands clutching at the huge iron bars of the cage.
Inside, barely three feet away, the vicious, raging beast bared razor sharp claws
and glistening fangs. Her suffering amber eyes defied their presence. Georges
felt a sudden wave of empathy as he realized the lioness seemed frustrated and
bewildered.
With a sudden roar she flung herself at the nervous couple, clawing at the
bars that separated the humans from certain death. Georges wondered why
he had consented to analyzing the behavior of this raging mass of defiant fury
about to give birth.
Obviously she planned a repeat performance of what she had done in the
past. She destroyed her offspring as soon as they were born. Four times in the
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last seven years, her powerful jaws had crushed her own newborn cubs, furiously throwing them against the cage’s bars where they tumbled, lifeless.
This raging lioness, about to become a mother for the fifth time in the last
seven years, clawed frantically at the prison bars of the cage. Caged so human
creatures could peer with curiosity at a safe distance; a plywood wall had hurriedly
been placed around her cage to afford some semblance of privacy.
Some said she was a born killer. Lacking normal instincts of motherhood,
what possessed this lioness? Her life mocked its former freedom. She lived a
caged animal, taken from the wild –– tortured by those who had captured her.
Did she feel somehow that by destroying her cubs they would be spared the
humiliation that she had to endure? In the wild, sometimes mothers destroyed
their cripples. Other babies are sometimes stillborn and their mother will give a
heart-rending empty wail as though trying to call life back. But to create a cripple and…!
A sudden scramble and a newborn cub came flying towards Georges. He
quickly grabbed the cub through the bars before it could be killed. Its crushed
right front leg dangled helplessly from the force of its own mother’s brutal jaws.
In the face of such fury the only thing the human could say was, “You poor little
tyke.”
Georges hadn’t meant to get so involved. With his love of animals and
expertise, he had only consented to study the raging expectant mother. Now it
seemed he was being thrust into being the sole benefactor to the little offspring.
Georges drove home with the bleeding and torn three-pound “Little Tyke”
that September. Home was the Hidden Valley Ranch near Seattle, Washington.
There it would join a menagerie of other animals including horses, cattle, and
chickens. Curious peacocks lined the housetop, and kittens peered through a
picket fence.
An excited and expectant Georges handed the three-pound bundle of soft
fur to his wife, Margaret. Their two terriers danced with joy for the new addition
to the household.
Little Tyke, seeing daylight for the first time, through new, blurry eyes, had
concern for only one thing: a bottle of warm milk. Little Tyke began the long road
to recovery.
After careful examination, veterinarians suggested amputation of the
injured leg. The gland, which lubricates the elbow joint, had been ruptured by
the mother’s cruel fangs. The fluid from the gland seemed to cause the skin and
flesh to peel away.
Refusing permission for the amputation, Georges and Margaret placed the
leg in splints, and worked out an ingenious system of changing ointments and
bandages. Having everything prepared in advance in order to make the proce-
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dure as quick as possible, they would put on old bathrobe over the sleeping cub,
pull the injured leg of though a hole, and apply new dressings. By now the cub
would be fighting and squirming, wondering what new torture this was. They
never spoke during the procedure, but after the last bandage was taped into
place they would call, “Where’s Little Tyke?” while they unrolled her and made
the “rescue.” The little cub licked they hands in appreciation of the “rescue.”
Previously, Little Tyke fumed, but with this new procedure resentment was missing in her eyes, and Georges and Margaret knew their plan was working.

Splints and bandages for Little Tyke
Dressed in a little red sweater to keep her warm and protect her injured
leg, the little cub was constantly carried with her rescuers. Fortunately, they had
living quarters in the back of their business (a cold storage plant) and left Little
Tyke there to heal, with the radio playing soft music. Later, she acquired a love
for that same music. With the application of sulfa drugs and antibiotics the leg
began to heal. The cub was on the road to wellness.
They tried to look into Little Tyke’s future as they visited zoos and peered
at three or four hundred pound carnivores roaring defiance to the world. It was
a worrisome thought as they imagined playing with a grown Little Tyke in their
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front room.
She was able to hold her head up from the rug for a few moments at a
time, and tried to make her way to her rescuers by pushing the splinted leg
in front of her. She seemed very small and helpless as she struggled. Georges
heard himself saying, “So you’re the ‘king of beasts,’ you Little Tyke!”
Bandages and dressings were applied every other day, followed by the
familiar “rescue” and a bottle of warm milk.

A hungry orphan cub finds a friend
During the night, every three hours her lusty voice cried for warm
milk, which was soon forthcoming. Making the bottle was an easy task.
A can of evaporated milk was mixed half-and-half with warm water.
Soon, Little Tyke learned to listen for the sound of running water
when she was hungry.
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Little Tyke and Pinky
Three months before Little Tyke was born, the Westbeaus’ tabby cat gave
birth to kittens in the attic of their old garage. When Georges climbed up to
look at the little ones he first thought he’d found a pack rat. One of the kittens
was completely without hair and the skin was bright pink. But as the little fellow
grew, he had beautiful long hair different in color from any seen before, a light
pink. As time went on he developed a beautiful white ruff around his neck, and
appropriately enough, was named Pinky.
When Little Tyke showed up at Hidden Valley Ranch, Pinky took to Little
Tyke like a leech. They were inseparable. Wherever one was, the other was sure
to be there as well. They usually slept together on the davenport, curled up
together. Every day the Westbeaus drove to the plant, Little Tyke and Pinky went
along. They played together in the living quarters, with the soft radio music in
the background until they couldn’t keep their eyes open any longer. Usually they
slept curled up together on the davenport.
Arriving home, Little Tyke and Pinky would first be deposited in the living
room, in front of the fireplace. Little Tyke always made straight for the fireplace
and seemed surprised when a fire wasn’t burning. She’d pace up and down, until
Georges had a huge alder log blazing. She then dragged her little silk cushion
close, and dove into the middle of it. She’d peer at Georges with huge eyes as if
to say, “That’s more like it.”
Little Tyke’s leg at three months was definitely healing. She romped and
played, as she favored the splintered leg. But the new problem was what to feed
her.
Mysterious reaction
With the advice of experts the Westbeaus began weaning Little Tyke onto
solid food at three months. They removed most of the rubber toys, leaving only
a favorite doll, and replaced them with bones from a freshly slaughtered beef.
They carried the small cub to the bones. Unexpectedly, she violently threw up!
One sniff was too much for Little Tyke.
Experts told them in no uncertain terms that lions couldn’t live without meat. In the wild, lions only ate flesh — eleven pounds a day for an adult
female. Alarmed at Little Tyke’s strange behavior, they wondered at how they
could introduce meat into her diet? In the meantime, they fed Little Tyke baby
cereal mixed with milk. They set themselves the task of teaching Little Tyke to
eat meat, to keep her alive!
A well-meaning friend suggested mixing beef blood with milk, in increasing proportions. Given milk containing ten drops of blood, Little Tyke would have
nothing to do with it. They mixed in five drops of blood, and hid that bottle. As
she sucked on the plain milk they quickly switched bottles. Again she refused
it. In desperation they added one drop of blood to a full bottle of milk, but Little
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Tyke refused this bottle as well. They could only stare in amazement.
Another friend suggested putting plain milk in one hand, and milk mixed
with hamburger in the palm of the other hand. Little Tyke readily licked the milk
from one hand, but when Georges changed hands, she immediately turned away,
even though she was hungry. Sensing her distress, Georges wiped his hands on
a nearby butcher’s towel and picked her up. Hissing in fear and cringing away,
she looked sick from the danger-smell of meat on his hand. She only settled
down when given a fresh bottle of milk held in his freshly washed hands (along
with her favorite doll). She nursed until sleep overtook her on the pillow alongside Pinky.
Christmas Eve brought another traumatic experience. Little Tyke had the
habit of jumping from piece of furniture to another, but this time she jumped on
the top of a hot coal stove. She gave a blood-curdling yell and fell writhing to
the floor in pain. On the stove you could see the skin from all four pads of her
feet as well as a strip from her tummy that measured four by six inches.
The veterinarians swathed her in medicated pads. At home she slept in a
large paper box, lined with absorbent cotton. Pinky stuck by her side, licking
and comforting the sore cat the only way he knew. When Little Tyke awakened
and began crying during the night, Pinky would repeat the process. This routine
repeated every fifteen minutes during the night.
feet.

After about six weeks Little Tyke again took her first step on those sore

Soon after this time, Pinky disappeared. Everyone who knew him wanted
him, and someone may have taken him away when nobody was home. During
the ensuing months, Little Tyke mourned the loss, eating little food, and loosing weight. Whenever a new cat came across her path, she always showed keen
interest and quickly sniffed it; but when she discovered it wasn’t Pinky, she
always turned away with the same mournful look.
After nine months, the splints and bandages were removed for the last
time. Soon, Little Tyke was able to put her full weight of sixty-five pounds on the
unsupported leg, and joyously took part in the animal frivolities as she mingled
with the others on the ranch.
Becky
The strange family continued to grow at Hidden Valley Ranch. A brisling
porcupine, found stranded high in a tree, came to live with the odd assortment
of animals. A crippled young black swan from Australia came to live under the
protection of Little Tyke. Racci, the raccoon, loved to tease and roll with Little
Tyke. Baby, the whitetail deer, daintily followed this unusual group. And finally,
there was Becky, a lovely white lamb.
Becky was rescued from a slaughterhouse, at only a few days old. On a
bright spring day, Margaret and Georges walked to the beautiful meadow where
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the animals like to gather and introduced the newest member. She was new and
the other animals were very curious. The mares and their colts came close to
smell, and then continued their grazing. Bonnie, the jealous burro, didn’t know
if she liked the lamb or not. Little Tyke lay among the group and watched in
silence.

No thanks, don’t make me sick
At the cold-storage plant the visitors increased each day, as more heard
about this lioness that absolutely refused to eat meat. At the ranch there would
be fifty or sixty people on the lawns waiting for a glimpse of this amazing lioness. During this time she appeared in many magazines and newspapers throughout the world. About that time they sold the cold-storage plant and moved to
California. When they stopped at motels they always got a large room with two
double beds, one for the couple to sleep on, and one for Little Tyke.
Thousand-dollar reward
They advertised a thousand-dollar reward for anyone who could devise a
method that tricked Little Tyke into eating meat. Numerous plans met with failure since Little Tyke refused to have anything to do with flesh, greatly worrying
the Westbeaus.
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The answer
They sought out animal experts, always asking them about diet. Finally,
one young visitor set their mind at ease. With serious eyes he turned to them
and asked, “Don’t you read your Bible? Read Genesis 1:30, and you will get your
answer.” At his first opportunity Georges read in astonishment, “And to every
beast of the earth, and to every fowl of the air, and to everything that creepeth
upon the earth, wherein there is life, I have given every green herb for meat:
and it was so.” At that point, after four years, the Westbeaus finally stopped
worrying.

What a big kitty!
Little Tyke’s meals
A typical meal consisted of various grains, chosen for their protein, calcium,
fats, and roughage. Margaret always cooked a few days’ supply ahead of time.
At feeding time, a double handful of the cooked grains along with one-half gallon
of milk with two eggs, supplied Little Tyke a delicious meal. One of the country’s
most able zoo curators said Little Tyke was the best of her species he had ever
viewed.
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She had one condition before eating. Her favorite rubber doll
had to be right next to her!
A mature Little Tyke became gentler every year. For teeth
and gums, the Westbeaus supplied rubber boots since she refused
bones. They attracted her to the boots by sprinkling them with perfume. One boot lasted almost a month.

Little tyke was a good guest, clean and neat

National publicity
You Asked For It, the popular television show hosted by Art Baker, once
featured Little Tyke. The producers wanted a scene with chickens, which didn’t
bother Georges since Little Tyke roamed easily among chickens at Hidden Valley
Ranch. When the film crew brought the chickens in, they turned out to be little
day-old chicks!
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Slurp of the tongue
Little Tyke’s only previous experience with new chicks had been with a
hen and her chicks that had wondered onto the lawns around their home on the
ranch. Georges thought nothing of it until he saw Little Tyke acting peculiarly,
slinking into the house, and looking guilty with lips tightly closed over obviously
open jaws. He called, “Tyke! What have you got?” Instantly her mouth opened
and a little chick popped out, unharmed. Flapping its little down-covered wings,
it almost flew back to its upset mother. Apparently Little Tyke had affectionately
licked the tiny chick, as she was prone to do when, with one huge slurp of the
tongue, the little chick had popped into her mouth, and she hadn’t known how
to fondle it further! The little chick almost flew back to its sputtering mother.

Day-old chicks, safe in the lion’s mouth
With the amazed camera crew filming, Little Tyke strode over to the chicks,
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hesitated long enough to lick the chicks carefully and gently with the very tip of
her tongue, and moved away with a yawn. A moment later she came back to lie
down among the chicks. They immediately made their way into the long silky
hair at the base of her great neck where they peered out from the shelter of
their great protector.
Another scene saw a new kitten, after an introduction, walk over to Little
Tyke’s huge foreleg and sit down. Little Tyke crooked one paw around the tiny
creature and cuddled it closer in loving protection.
The next scene, with a lamb, proved to be a problem. Little Tyke disliked
objectionable odors, and the lambs (there were two) had been carefully bathed,
but there was still something wrong with the odor. Besides that, they were
constantly bleating for their mothers from which they had just been removed.
Margaret remembered Little Tykes love of perfume and Georges rubbed cologne
on their coats. That did it, and the cameramen had a field day.

Art Baker entertains the Westbeaus and Little Tyke
The last scene involved Little Tyke pulling a child’s wagon with the producers seven-year-old daughter at the reins. No provision had been made for a har-
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ness, or braking, but after a couple of “takes” with a delighted young girl, the
scene was completed in the hot sun. Although Little Tyke enjoyed smelling various beautiful flowers while waiting for technical matters to resolve, she didn’t
seem herself, and lacked her usual enthusiasm.
Mail poured into the producers, making that episode one of the most popular in the show’s history.
Unfortunately, while spending the three grueling weeks in Hollywood for the
show, Little Tyke paid a tremendous price. The sudden warm change in climate
was blamed as a contributing factor. Little Tyke’s nose and footpads became
abnormally hot, and her nose started running.
The day of the show Little Tyke was to appear at the telecast. The temperature was scorching, and stage lights only made it worse. When Little Tyke’s turn
came to go on stage, she wanted to rest, but like the good trouper she was, she
took her place between the Westbeaus on a davenport.

Little Tyke, Margaret, & Georges
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In front of cameras, Art Baker picked up a Bible and read: “The wolf and
the lamb shall feed together, and the lion shall eat straw like the bullock.”

The lioness and the lamb lie down together
Little Tyke’s passing
They drove back to Hidden Valley Ranch immediately after the show. For
a while, it seemed she grew stronger, however there was a slight drainage from
her nose and she lost weight. It was strange to see her walk up to Margaret like
a little child and ask to have Margaret remove the mucus from her nose. She
knew she always carried a cleaning tissue.
One evening in July, after a playful day, Little Tyke reluctantly left the fireside and television (which she loved to watch) and retired to her bed at ninethirty. The next morning she was groaning in pain. Unable to stand or get out of
bed, the veterinarians were summoned. Before they arrived, Little Tyke, with a
great effort, made her way out to the lawn into the arms of her loved benefac-
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tor, Margaret. She instinctively wanted to be held close during the last precious
moments of her life. There she died, with the veterinarians rushing down the
driveway. The official cause of death was virus pneumonia.
Inspiring to this day
Her life is over, but her teachings live on. Of the many lessons she taught,
not the least is that love removes fear and savagery. Little Tyke reflected the
love and care shown to her after the first few moments of her precarious birth.
Thousands saw photographs of her lying with her lamb friend, Becky,
inspiring many to see the world a fresh way: two such diverse natures enjoying
each other’s love! One eminent attorney kept a huge enlargement of this photograph in his office, and pointed to it as he counseled couples on the verge of
divorce.
Scientific dilemma
Science is at a loss when it comes to Little Tyke. Felines are the strictest of
carnivores. Without flesh she should have developed blindness, as well as dilated
cardiomyopathy (DCM), a degenerative disease that turns heart muscles flabby
and limits their ability to pump blood. This is because her diet didn’t contain an
adequate source of the amino acid, taurine.
Little known in the 1950s, subsequent research at UC Davis in 1976 proved
that taurine is an essential nutrient for felines, the lack of which would cause
degeneration of the retina. Later research implicated inadequate taurine levels in dilated cardiomyopathy as well. For cats with DCM, if the disease has not
progressed too far, administering taurine causes an almost miraculous recovery.
Formerly, cats lived only a few days to weeks after diagnoses.
Taurine is nonexistent in
natural non-animal sources. It is
present in minute amounts in milk
and eggs. Little Tyke could have
gotten her taurine requirement
from milk, if she drank 500 gallons per day, or from eggs, if she
ate more than 4000 per day. How
did Little Tyke get taurine? Years
later I would draw inspiration from
her story, and with the arsenal of
scientific inquiry at my disposal,
develop a supplement for the carnivorous animals that we choose
as companions, so they too can
be healthy vegetarians.
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Challenge
Why did Little Tyke repudiate the carnivorous instincts with which she was
born? Little Tyke is a curiosity to the public, aberration to zoologists, and an
inspiration to idealists.
Little Tyke wasn’t the
only one. A photograph taken
at Allahabad, India in 1936
shows another awesome lioness.
In Autobiography of a
Yogi, Paramahansa Yogananda
recalled:
…Our group left the peaceful hermitage to greet a nearby
swami, Krishnananda, a handsome monk with rosy cheeks and
impressive shoulders. Reclining
near him was a tame lioness.
Succumbing to the monk’s spiritual charm — not, I am sure, to
his powerful physique! — the
jungle animal refuses all meat
in favor of rice and milk. The
swami has taught the tawnyhaired beast to utter “Aum” in
a deep, attractive growl — a cat
devotee!
These luminaries lead
us into this new Age of
Enlightenment. Seemingly
miraculous scientific advances
now make it possible to feed
companion animals without killing animals or using their products.
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ead about Little Tyke,
the amazing vegetarian lioness that inspired a
brand new way of thinking about diets for pets by
absolutely insisting on a
meat-free Diet!

Why
(what’s wrong
with commercial pet
foods) and how to
make healthy changes
for your own four-footed
companions are covered
in great detail, complete
with recipes.

Can
cats & dogs
be vegetarian
too? Of course,
says James
Peden, nationally recognized
authority on
meatless diets for
cats and dogs.
Vegetarian
Times

First person accounts from
people who have chosen this
gentler path help guide you along
the way.
This book is a solid work of ethical
integrity and is meritorious as an example of
science applied to progressive ends. The scientific rational is as sound as the moral arguments are incised perDavid H. Jaggar, MRCVS, DC
suasive.
Executive Director of the International Veterinary
Acupuncture Society

This book is a solid work of ethical integrity anIf,
for any reason, you are seeking to feed your companion animal a healthier diet, free from the products of the slaughterhouse, then Vegetarian Cats &
Dogs should be considered required reading.
Michael Klaper, MD
Author of Vegan Nutrition: Pure and Simple and
Pregnancy, Children, and the Vegan Diet

